
 

 
 
Episode 18:  Greatest Challenge 
 
Hi, it’s Saundra Schrock again. The other day someone asked me, “What has 
been the greatest challenge in working with organizations?”. By far, it’s to help 
them understand one simple thing…that change is hard, it takes time and effort.  
And to maintain change, even when those changes are clearly beneficial, it takes 
a special blend of creativity, persistence, and celebration.   

It’s clear that our role at Levelhead is not only to help people develop their 
mindfulness practice, but to also help people not to get discouraged on their 
journey; to help them remember that success in anything is a series of small 
wins.  

The other day a leader at an organization was expressing disappointment that 
only 25% of his employees were actively practicing.  Now, just think about that 
for a moment. In my mind, to get 25% of people to do anything is a big win. 

Shifting the conversation from feeling disappointment to something more 
positive, was no easy task. It took time discussing how the 25% were seeing 
great changes in their lives, and how they’re now influencing those around them, 
both at work and at home. And, very slowly the person in the organization 
began to sit up just a little taller, as he internalized how his decision to offer this 
program was benefiting a significant number of his employees.  You could see 
the wheels start to turn. He started throwing out ideas on how we could support 
the 25% to keep going.  And, then how this 25% was a very good start to 
changing the culture as he had hoped. We were all now at a new level of energy 
and excitement. 

This is just a little example of what we do all day long.  The conversation may 
start with someone expressing disappointment in something and then we 
quickly fall into the trap of thinking all that is wrong, ignoring all the great things 
happening. So, the next time the discussion starts from the negative, see if you 
can be that positive influence that brings the conversation back to the positive 
and acknowledge what is right…and watch the energy ignite!  

 

 


